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Abstract. Potassium-hydrogeoltaphite ternary compounds (KH'-GIC)

a¡c donor type intercalation compoundg with an approximately ionic in-

tercala¡t K+&-. We report temperature dependent Shubnikov-de Haas

resultE on stagel' 2, 4 KE -GICa and stagel KD.-GIC8' The presence

of hydrogen with a large electron affi¡ity induces a charge transfer from

K to E, wbich gives different electronic properties from thoee of C¡K'

Introduction

The ternary compounds pot'qsium-hydrogen graphite

intercalation compounds (GICs) are donor type intercala-
tion compounde with an approximately ionic inte¡calant
K*H;. Tlansition metal hydrides sudr as PdH* are metallic

alloys because of the intimate interaction between the tran-
sition metal conduction electrou¡ and the hydrogen elec-
trons, while alkali metal hydridea auch a¡ K+H- ¡¡e ionic

insul¿ton where hydride anions H- with localized cha¡ac-
ter a¡e ¡tabilized. In the KH'-GICe, hydrogen atom¡ inter-
act directly with the neighboring potassium atoms ¡o that
the hydrogen layer is surrounded by a metallic medium,
the propertiea of which are associ¿ted with the presence

of graphitic r and K 4s electrong. The conduction elec-

trons a¡e largely scr€ened from the hydrogen layer by the

surrounding potassium layers ia the KH'-GICs. Thus the

elect¡ons in the intercalate layera of the Kfl'-GICs a¡e more
metallic than in priatine KH but more loc¿lized th¿n for
alkali metcl hy&ider, thue giving rise to novel electronic
and ¡tructu¡al propertiec in the KH'-GICs. In thi¡ re-
port, Shubnikov-de H¿as (SdH) reoults for KH.-GICo ia-
cluding t!..eir te¡gpenture dgpendence are-¡resented. Tl¡ese
results are compared with those of the KEg,.-GICc which
a¡e isostructural to the KH'-GICg and have ¡ metallic in-
tercalant KHg.

Results and Discussion

The samplee of CaoKE were prepa,red from HOPG pieces
with a typical dimension of 6 x 2.5 x 0.1mmt using a direct
KH intercalation method. The intercalation temperatures
were 410 üo 380"C and 210 to 2fl)"C for the stage-l and -2

compounds,, respectivel¡

For the Shubnikov-de Eaa¡ (SdH) studiee, the magne-
toresiEtance was measured in the ñeld range uP to 23T at
liquid helium temperatures. Some typical magnetoresis-
tance tr¿ces a¡e shown in Fig. 1 for the etage-|, 2 and 4
KH,-GICo. The magnetoresistance of the stage-l KII--
GICs ¡howg th¡ee SdH frequencies (vo : 30T , vp = 1-lOT
and 2,, - 650T), while the three frequencies of the stage-2
KH,-GICs a¡e (va : 41T, up = 276T and v" = 1510T).
The fou¡ SdH frequencieo for üe stage4 KE-GIC (which
haa ! = 18.184 from (0Ol) X-ray diffraction epectra) were
iletermined to be vo : 32T, vp: !64T, vr : 309T and u6
= 461T. It is found that the c¿lculated frequencies uaing
ühe dilute-limit model ¿re in an excellent agreement with
the observed fiequenciec in the stage-{ KE'-GIC. (See Ta-
ble l.) The dilute-limit model doea not work as well for
the stage-l and -2 KH'-GIC samples.

Magnetlc Fleld(Terla)

Figure 1: Observed magnetoresistance of stage 1, 2 ¿¡d 1

KII"-GICe.
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Table 1: Comparison between calculated and observed
SdH frequencies using 3D dilute-limit model for stage-{
KH,-GIC.

y.o¡.¿.¡¿(Tesla) yo¡.-o.¿(Tesla)

461

The angula.r dependence auggects that the oscillations
are associated with cylin&ical Fe¡mi surfac€s of graphitic
bands. The electronic structures are analyzed witb a phe-
nomenological model based on the graphitic bands given by
the folloriving equation:r

A,*n: Qr/saarfi)lB, - Erl[E, - E¡l/(t+21al1s)r

where 1s = 3.1 eV for the overlap energJ¡ of neighboring
atom¡ in a single graphite layer plane,,h : 0.3g eV for the
overlap of orbitals associated with ca¡bon atoms located
one above the other in adjacent graphitic layer planea, and
a = 2.464. Table 2 su-rnariz€s the para,meters for the
electronic Etructu¡e8 of the atage-1 and -2 KE,-GICI. In
the case of üe atage2 KH,-GIC thc calculated number of
electro¡¡s don¿ted to ea.h ca¡bon atom fs = 0.038 auggests
complete cha,rge transfer fr = I from a potassium atom
for C¡KH.Ix - 0.8)' assuming th¿t each hydtogen atom
grabs one electron from the potassium band due to the large
electron affinity of hydrogen. This is conaist€nt with the ex-
perimental low temperaüure opeciñc he¿t results which give
fc : 0.044 for CsKEo.65,3 since the smaller a^mount of hy-
drogen uptake requires the transfer offewer elect¡ons from
the potassium, and more is then available for the graphiüe
layers. A comparison between the preaent Shubnikov-de
Haas results and thc specific he¿t results reveals that the
increase in hydrogen concentration in the interc¿late lay-
ers of the stage2 C3KE compounds reduces the num-
ber of donated electrons accommodated in the graphitic
bands. The absence of superconductivity. in the_ ctage-.2
compound can be explained by the abs€nce of K 4s elec-
trons, since superconductivity in donor-GlCe requires the
presence of both graphitic ¡¡rd ¡ electrons.ó For the süage-l
KH"*GIC, the number of don¿ted elect¡on¡ to each carbon
atom is estimated to be f6 : 0.016. These eysluations of
the charge transfer to the ca¡bon and hydrogen atoms sug-
gest incomplete charge trar¡sfer from potassium f¡¡ = g.g7
for the stagel compound if x=O.E is assumedt,c in CrKHr.

The temperature dependence (from 1.3 K to 20 K) of the
Sdll amplitudes was obtained for both otage.l KH,-GICs
and KD,-GICe to determine the effective ma¡¡s€{r for these
samples. Both the stage-l KH,-GIC and stage-l KDn-
GIC samplea exhibit the eame basic electronic properties
and their effective rnasser were determi¡ed to be 0.046m,6
for the ,o : 30T period and 0.23mo for the /p : 1107
petiod, where m6 : free electron mass (see Fig. 2).

Table 2: Summary of the charge transfer fc arrd /6 values
and SdI{ frequencies v^. in various samples.

fc fx u*,
(¿-lc) (c-lK) (sdII in r)

crKIIo.s 0.016 0.87 650

30f)
164
32

461
419
309

lut

csKHo.s 0.038 l.o 1510
csK(.) o.o?4 0.60 2870
Ca{K(b) o.o4z t.o 43g
CrKHgf) 0.063 -1 24w
CsKHgf) O.ozs -r r¿9o
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Figure 2: fe*per.tore dependence of the amplitude of two
periods for the stage-4 KH,-GIC. The lineg are for the
indicbted effective maases.
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